Paranoize is a non-profit independent publication
based in New Orleans, Louisiana covering metal,
punk, hardcore, sludge, doom, stoner rock and
pretty much anything loud and noisy.

7/11/15
FINALLY, a new issue of Paranoize is
out in a reasonable amount of time!

Bands/labels are encouraged to send their music
in to review, but if we don’t like it, you can bet
that we’ll make fun of you.

There are a few pieces and parts that are
missing from this issue that have been in
the last few due to me trying to get it out
in time for this year’s Creepy Fest! Time
will tell if I do it or not. Fingers are
crossed as I type this and prepare to do all
the formatting and send it off to the
printer.

Advertisements and donations are what keep this
publication FREE. Go to
www.paranoizenola.com or email
bobby@paranoizenola.com to find out how to
donate or advertise.
You may send all comments, questions, letters,
music for review (vinyl, cassette, cd), ‘zines for
trade, money, various household items, etc. to:
Paranoize
P.O. Box 2334
Marrero, LA 70073-2334
Visit Paranoize on the internet at:
www.paranoizenola.com
paranoizenola.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/paranoizenola
www.twitter.com/paranoize
Paranoize merch is available at:
http://paranoize.bigcartel.com
Several staff members have shows on
Core Of Destruction Radio:
(www.coreofdestructionradio.com)
Bobby hosts Paranoize Radio
M.Bevis hosts Heathen Radio
Lizard hosts Stoned Insanity
Visit the site for schedules.
Tune in 24/7 for the best of the underground!
Paranoize #37 credits:
Bobby Bergeron:
reviews, tyrant.
Jenn Attaway:
Felix Griffin interview
M. Bevis:
Knight interview
Lizard:
Dummy Dumpster and Wartrodden interviews

Before the Creepy Fest Edition idea was
thrown at me by Jenn Attaway and Bill
Heintz, Lizard had already sent in an
interview with Wartrodden, a bad ass dbeat/hardcore band from Shreveport, LA,
so I included it as well, and he was
already hounding me to do an interview
with Mike Schadwell from Dummy
Dumpster, so that just happened to work
out and fall right into place!
M. Bevis has returned with an excellent
interview with Mike Nick about his new
band, Knight.
Jenn interviewed legendary drummer
Felix Griffin, formerly of D.R.I. and
currently with Krigblast and Bat.
The New Orleans Scene Report and ‘Zine
Reviews are missing from this issue due
to me just not having time or space to
throw them in. Both of those sections will
return next issue though!
Not much more to say here.
Thank you for picking this up! Enjoy!
Bobby Bergeron
-editor, Paranoize ‘Zine
(This intro fueled by Session Lager and
Flotsam & Jetsam’s “Doomsday For The
Deceiver” LP, which is 29 years old and
still whoops a llama’s ass!)

(By Lizard)
How long has Dummy Dumpster
been around? Give a lil history of
the band and its members!
Since 2001. I started it with a 4
track as a joke. My friend thought I
should turn it into a band. So at
first I had Brad Lewis on drums.
Jessica Guillory on bass. Eryk Renz
on guitar , Donovan Punch on
guitar, and me on vocals/guitar.
Kind of a different band back then.
Did about 5 recordings up to
hurricane Katrina. Everybody got
separated so I kept it going by
making four track recordings and
I’d staple them up to the flyer wall
on Decatur Street. By doing that
Isidore Grisoli contacted me to play
bass. Eryk moved back and played
drums so we did a 3 piece. Eryk quit
so Brad Lewis came back and
played drums for about a year.
Then we got Bill Heintz to play
drums and its been like that since.

The style over the years has
changed a bit but its never lost
its craziness.. Do you handle
most of the writing?
Yeah I write the lyrics and guitar
parts and everyone that was in the
band would just write to it!

Besides Bill, do any of you have any
other projects or were in any other
bands?
I was in Drunken Chicken and Bring
your own Tomatoes. Isidore is in HIGH
and Mountain of Wizard.

What about Fight The Goober…
Weren’t you a big part of that too?
Yeah I made up the name and brought
in the diapers. I only did it a few times.
Too hard to work all week and box on
the weekends.

What are your most memorable
moments playing live?
One time I made a paper mache
woman and came out of it as a baby,
wearing fake blood and diapers. The
whole stage was sticky after that. This
other time it was real crowded and I
was playing on the floor playing guitar
and somebody sprayed beer all over
me. The same night people put money
in my buttcrack. I forgot about them
and when I got home and showered
there was dollar bills all over the
bathtub.

Are you guys ever gonna do some
touring or just keep tormenting
Nola clubs?
I want to!! We did a little last year. My
van broke down is why we haven’t
lately.

When Donovan shows up down
there, do you guys still jam?
Yeah, Donovan comes down at
least once a year. He will sit in at
shows and play improv leads.
What are some of your favorite
albums/bands?
Growing up I was really into Slayer,
Primus, Devo, The Pixies, GG Allin,
The Cure, stuff like that!
Any new songs in the works?
When should we expect another
release?
Yes, we have a bunch! We are
about to start recording soon!
What shows do you guys have
coming up?
Our next show is Thursday,July 16th
for Creepy Fest! It should be a cd
release!

Do you personally get to see alot
of other bands play? Who are
some of your favorite locals?
I don’t get to go to shows often cuz
I work at night but I go here and
there when I can. I like Gristnam,
Mangina, The Pallbearers, Fat
Stupid Ugly People, Norco Lapalco,
The Unnaturals and some others.

If you could only listen to one
album for the rest of your life,
what would it be and why?
A Bach cd cuz its pretty!

You mentioned you were in
Drunken Chicken and Bring Your
Own Tomatoes!! Since these bands
were killer and now history, give the
readers a lil info and memorable
moments...
Drunken Chicken was a 3 piece
hardcore band I did with Donovan
Punch and Keith Sierra . Songs were
real short. We had 65 songs but only
got 20 recorded
Bring Your Own Tomatoes was a
hardcore punk band i did with Brad
Lewis, Jessica Guillory, Billy Baxley and
Ryan. Played alot of shows., did one
recording...lasted about a year.
Ask yourself a question and answer
it!!!
What I’m gonna do next with music?
I’m gonna start a project or recording
and name it Sword Of Bordogla!
You mentioned Creepy fest...Have
you guys played every year? Any
special memories from those shows?
Yeah, we played Creepy Fest every
year. One time we played it at
Checkpoint Charlie and I drank a glass
of tequila, I remember thinking my shit
talking was funny that night, but not
so much the music.
Which night are you guys playing
this year and who with?
We are playing Thursday, July 16 with
The Headwoundz, Split Lips, Fea, Tuff
Luvs, Medically Separated, Liquor And
Lies, and Boy Sprouts at Banks Street
Bar!! Free and starts at 8pm!!

FELIX GRIFFIN
D.R.I. was known for starting a whole
new “crossover” genre by blending punk
and metal together in the ‘80’s. Their
drummer, Felix Griffin, has gone on to be
in several bands since his departure,
including BAT, and his newest venture,
Krigblast. Krigblast will be playing July
18th at Checkpoint Charlie’s for Creepy
Fest 2015, so I called Felix to discuss
what’s new with the band, what happened
with the DRI reunion tour, what we can
look forward to with BAT, what else he’s
got up his sleeve, and much more.
Let’s talk about Krigblast. You guys are
coming here for Creepy Fest. This is a dbeat/grindcore band. I was wondering
how this group got together to form a
band.
Weren’t they already an
established band when they asked you to
join?
Felix: Yes, they already had a recording,
and me and Dutch, he was in a Black Flag
cover band, and I was in a Misfits cover
band, and we played together and he asked
me if I’d be interested. At first, I really
didn’t have time, but when I heard it, it
was really good so I was totally into it, and
that’s how I got into the band.

Cool! So, that means Power Till Demise
is the only record you’re on right now?
No, I’m not on it. A guy named Jack, who
played drums on that one is a phenomenal
drummer. I guess he played in Phobia at
one time, and he played in Cannabis
Corpse.
So, when did you join the band, then?
I joined the band about a year ago. Do you
still want to talk to me since I didn’t play
on the record??
HA! No, that’s cool! That’s just funny.
So, when you came here last year and
played Siberia, you must not have been
in the band that long, yet.
Right, it had been maybe a month or so!
Alright, this is all coming together now!
Now this makes sense. So, let see, then.
Are you guys still doing a split 7” with
Gasmiasma?
Uh, we’ve talked about it. It’s been talked
about a whole bunch. Hopefully, we’re still
doing it. I don’t know what label it’s going
to be on. I don’t think Phil [Anselmo] is
going to put it out. I’m not sure who’s
going to do it, actually. Yeah, that’s been
in talks, though, to do something like that
with them.

You released Power Till Demise about a
year ago. Is there anything else in the
works, or have you released anything
else since then?
Well, we’ve been writing since then. We’ll
hopefully go and record in about a month,
after we do the festival down there. Those
are the plans, anyway. So, we’ll see what
happens when we get back from there. But
yeah, we’ve been writing for the last
couple months, actually.

So, this is just kind of a lagniappe
question, but I noticed that your bands
usually have a lot of really cool graphic
imagery. Do you have a specific guy you
go to to design your album artwork and
merch?
Uh, no. Dutch and Justin have the majority
of things that they want to put out there.
It’s basically, the people who have been in
there the longest are Dutch, Justin, and
Shane. And, you know, they’ve all had
different artists contribute to the artwork of
the band.

Do you think any of the new stuff will be
ready when you come down here next
month?
We’ll play one or two new songs.

So, what’s going on with BAT? It looks
like you’ve got some dates booked, from
what I saw on the internet. Did you guys

put out something new, or are you about
to?
Yes, we already recorded, and Ryan’s
finishing up on the vocals, and it should be
out late this year. And then next year,
we’re gonna tour, probably all year. We
really only have about 8 shows this year,
and like I said, next year, we’ll be playing
a bunch. Yeah, it’s going well. We’re
playing GWAR-BQ and the Hell’s
Headbangers festival in Cleveland. And
yeah, things are good.
Are you going to play in New Orleans?
Yeah, we’ll play there eventually, for sure.
I like New Orleans.
Oh, cool, thanks! I noticed you play in
BAT with guys that live in Richmond, or
something, and then don’t you have a
guy in Krigblast who lives in another
state as well?
Yes, both the guys in BAT, Ryan and
Nick, both live in Richmond; and in
Krigblast, Shane lives in Phoenix.
Well, I’m asking because Austin’s
supposed to be “the music capital of the
world”, but what about the punk and
metal scene there? It almost seems like
you have a drought of talent ‘cuz you
keep playing with all these guys in all
these other places. How do you feel
about Austin these days?
I grew up here all through the ‘80’s when it
was cool. Austin is like Hot Topic, kinda –
a bunch of bullshit. I mean, yeah, there are
great musicians here, but a lot of the clubs
don’t support the bands, and a lot of the
people are so spoiled, you know… It’s
just.. It’s a weird town, now.
Real
corporate crap. They’ve always got stuff
going on, but it’s a lot of white-collar
yuppie hipster bullshit. Actually, a lot of
the towns like Houston and San Antonio
are better to play than Austin. There’s so
many people here, you know. You can’t
even drive in this town because there’s so
many fucking people. And they always
promote it as the “music capital”, but then

they have people walking around with
decibel meters, and the club is fined if it’s
too loud. And you’ve got hipsters and
yuppies moving around by a club, then
complain about the noise when they’re the
fucking people who moved down there.
They’re starting to do that here, too! I
think this must be an “everywhere”
thing, now. You knew you were moving
next to a bar! It’s not like we boarded it
up and pretended it was a restaurant
when you came to look at the apartment
or the house, you know?
In Austin, now there’s still the core group.
You know, the punk scene, the oldtimers… But, nah, the town sucks. I mean,
it is my home, and I still live here for my
children. But if they weren’t here, I’d be
gone.
Are there any scenes you’ve checked out
that are still like it was back in the day?
Is there anywhere you’d consider going?
I haven’t been to the Northwest in a long
time. It’s beautiful there. I wouldn’t mind
living there. I don’t know. Europe,
probably! Haha! You know… New
Orleans is cool… Richmond’s way cool. I
went to a show there underneath a bridge
on the river last time I was there. It was
fucking cool. They had a generator, and the
headlights from people’s cars. It was nuts!
There were like, 200 people up under an
overpass. The cops didn’t come or

anything. I think that was the coolest show
I’ve been to in a long time. Yeah, it was
like the old days.
That does sound cool. They started
doing some stuff like that here a while
back, but I haven’t heard about any in
about a year or so, so it kinda makes me
wonder what happened there.
I couldn’t believe the cops didn’t come to
this thing! They had a hat they passed
around to get the bands some money, and I
think the bands were from New York. But
it was crazy. It was like going back in time.
Everybody was cool, there were no fights,
there were no cops. I mean, it was way
cool.
Did you play in any bands before you
DRI, because you were pretty young
when you got started.
I played in some punk bands here in
Austin. My first band was called The
Infected. I started doing that when I was
about 14, 15. Then I played in this band
called Crotch Rock. Then things got kinda
crazy here, and I moved to San Francisco
when I was 15 years old and started
hanging out there. At that time, I was
playing drums for a band there out of S.F.
called Urban Assault. After that I met up
with MDC and played with them for a little
while. I never played any shows with them.
I mean, I used to HATE DRI! I saw them
here, and I was like, “What the fuck is
this?!” They opened up for The Offenders,
I saw what I think was their second show,
and I like, “This is horrible!” When I went
to San Francisco, they went out there
maybe 6 months before I did, and I started
listening to it, and I was like, “Whoa, this
is actually really cool!” and then I started
liking it. Then, when they came off their
tour, the first tour, Eric quit, and then I got
the job. I got introduced to them, practiced
with them once or twice, and then I got in
the band. But, it’s kind of funny how
they’re from Houston, and I’m from Austin
and I saw like, their third show and I

thought it was just fucking horrendous.
Yeah….
Do they know that??
Yeah, I used to take those 22-song 7”
records that are worth like $2000 or
something, and I used to smash those
things! I’d go to someone’s house and see
one, I’d play Frisbee. Kinda ironic…
You had that reunion in 2013. How did
that come about? Was it always the
intention for it to be a one-time thing,
just for that tour?
Well, I guess I hounded ‘em a bunch about
it, and we finally did it, and it was like
closure
for
me,
considering
the
circumstances that I left on, and that Josh
left on, with management. So it was good
to do that. You know, we talked about
doing more, like doing a tour with that
line-up but I don’t know what became of it.
I haven’t talked to anybody, and they just
kept on going with the line-up they have
now. But we were planning on doing L.A.,
San Francisco, New York, and possibly
some shows in Europe and the U.K. I don’t
know. Who knows? It still might happen.
If there were to call me now, I’d do it. But,
it just didn’t go down that way. You know
the way I saw it, personally – and this is
nothing against Kurt or Spike or anything
like that – it would’ve been nice because
all the songs that were sold were me and
Josh or John on them. So, it would be nice
for this whole new generation to see the
people that actually wrote all that stuff. It
would be nice, but it’s not in the cards
right now. I’ve gotten past it, I don’t know
about the other guys. But yeah, I’m glad
we did the shows that we did. It was
awesome. A lot of people wanted to see us.
I mean, people from Europe. People were
like, to see it live at The Ritz again, you
know…. Yeah, it would be intense for the
fans. And that’s what a lot of it was about.
It ain’t about money whatsoever. I never
play for money. I play to break even or pay
my bills while I’m gone ‘cuz it’s not a job,
and if it’s like a job, it kinda sucks. But

like I said, if they were to call now, as long
as my bills are paid, hell yeah! I’d go
anywhere. If you’ve ever been a part of
something like that, if you’ve contributed
to a genre or whatever the fuck people say
it is, which all it is is just punk, with metal,
basically… You know, I’m real grateful.
So hopefully, hopefully, we’ll do it again. I
think they’re coming out with a few new
songs or something. You know, they’ve
got their reasons why they want to keep
going with the other guys, and I gotta
respect that, whatever the reasons are it’s
enough to keep doing it.
Isn‘t there a big anniversary coming up
for Dealing With It, or did that pass
already?
Well, it’s still here, it’s 30 years of Dealing
With It. It’d be nice to go out and do a
whole Dealing With It tour and just play
the whole album. Who knows? Hopefully,
those guys, we’ll do it again while we’re
still alive, all four of us. Hopefully, for the
fans. I have nothing against Harold and
Brandon, but for the people that listen to
those albums, you know, that are still being
listened to, yeah, hopefully, we’ll get to do
it again.
Alright, I guess that kinda rules out one
thing: I noticed on Facebook you said
you’re going to be recording with some
old friends soon, so….
Hahahaha! Yeah, it rules out that one.
Is this going to be a big announcement?
When can we expect to find out who are
your “old friends”?
You’ll definitely know in September. I
can’t really disclose that, but yeah, it’s
gonna be killer. Let’s put it this way: it’s
an old punk band that plays fast.
There’s something that I wanted to see if
you knew or not. While I was
researching you and your bands, I came
across something pretty interesting.
When you search for bass drum on
Wikipedia and go to “Double Bass

Drum”, this is what it says: American
thrash metal band Slayer's drummer
Dave Lombardo earned title as "the
godfather of double bass" from
Drummer World, as well as American
Crossover Thrash metal band D.R.I.'s
drummer Felix Griffin who is
considered one of the first Fathers of
Crossover. Dave Lombardo, as well as
other crossover, thrash metal, and
thrashcore bands have cited Felix as one
of the first pioneers.How does that feel,
you’re actually listed under the
definition of “double bass drum”??
[long pause] I’m speechless! I didn’t know
that. I mean, I’m a plumber. I mean, I’m
speechless. I tell you what: when I started
doing all this, when I grabbed a doublebass pedal and put it to punk rock when I
joined DRI, I listened to Slayer and all
those metal bands, and I’m grateful. ‘Cuz
the way me and Josh left was horrendous.
You know, with the management stealing
all our money and basically throwing us
away like trash. And then it happened to
Kurt and Spike, too, after we left. And
after all these years go by, to get credit for
something like that, it’s a gift. I’m truly
grateful. Wow. That’s fucking crazy. I
didn’t know that.
Well, good. I’m glad you know now, ‘cuz
I’ve heard people say it, but it’s nice to
have it printed on the internet!
Yeah, like I said, I never did this for
fucking money. My life, I wake up at 4am
and go to work and do plumbing all day,
and then I hang out with my kids. I’m not
really into the lifestyle anymore cuz I have
a problem that everything’s been done
before and there’s a lot of sellout shit. So, I
don’t really do it, but people like yourself
and people in New Orleans, and there’s
different places that have been around, but
it’s nice to have something like that
because I really don’t live that lifestyle. A
lot of my friends, all my peers, you know,
they tour. They constantly tour, and
there’s nothing wrong with making money
playing, but for me, it’s never been there,

so I don’t even know what the fuck it’s
like. And I’m too old to really do it like I
used to, you know, sleeping on people’s
floors and shit like that. Any time when I
go play, cuz I’m not working, I lose money
on my bills and I gotta be careful when I
do like that that I’ll have enough to break
even. And even when I do the tours, yeah,
if I stayed home, I’d make more money
doing plumbing, but as long as it pays my
bills, I’ll be touring. And hopefully that
“other band” that I’m doing an album with
will be touring the East Coast in January.
It’s gonna be good. Trust me. That band
that I’m gonna be playing with is fast, and
it’s a pioneer band, and they did
groundbreaking stuff with their first album.
I think you know who I’m talking about.
Man, you’re killing me! Alright, so who
influences you?
All kinds of people! I think less is more. I
like a lot of drummers who don’t overplay. For music, it’s whatever works good.
But, my first influences were Al, from
MDC, and Pat Offender. Then, I checked
out Darren Peligro from the Dead
Kennedys, cuz when I was in San
Francisco, all those bands played all the
time. But Al and Pat played differently.
They played a style all their own. You
know faster, more intricate than all the
punk rock drummers at the time. You
know, “d-beat”, I didn’t even know what
the fuck a “d-beat” was. I was like, “Oh, I
guess it’s a discharge beat. Really??” You
know, to me, back then, I thought a d-beat
was a drummer that was learning. But I
guess it’s a discharge beat. So now, I’m
learning a bunch about different genres.
I feel like people just make stuff up now.
I’ll see a band, and there’s some crazy
description behind their name, and until
I hear them, I’m like, “What the hell
does that mean?!”
Well, there are so many different types of
music now. Hell, when I was learning there
was punk… and there was metal. And then
there was “crossover”. There were just

three different types, and at first, there was
just punk and metal. And the punks hated
the metal, and the metal hated the punks.
There was no interaction. You know,
you’d go to parties and get beat up. You’d
go to Austin to go to a keg party and there
would be a bunch of metalheads, and
they’d kick the punks’ asses, or the
opposite. But now, I hear all kinds of shit.
Somebody will describe what kind of
music it is, and I’m like, “What??” But I
guess because there are so many different
types of music out there, you gotta do that.
Would you like to indulge the gearheads
out there and tell us what kind of
equipment you’re playing on these days?
Do you have anything new that you’re
really into?
I buy my shit in pawn shops. I’m not
endorsed by anybody, and when my
cymbals break, I cut them with d-snips. I
borrow peoples drum sets. I play on the
most simple drum sets possible, with one
tom and one floor tom and a couple crash
cymbals. You know, as far as endorsement
shit goes, nobody’s offered cuz I don’t sell
albums. To get endorsed, you gotta sell
albums. So, if you’re playing with a band
that sucks and you sell a bunch of albums,
you’ll get free gear, which is fucking
bullshit. So, at this point in my life, I don’t
give a fuck! I mean, I’d rather buy my own
shit, take the cymbal and spraypaint over
it. All my cymbals are different types just
so I don’t have to support any of the
corporate bullshit over sponsorship. It’s a
job to some of these guys. I don’t give a
fuck. Me, I’m just a plumber. If someone’s
like, “Here’s a free cymbal, go wear this tshirt,” then you better give a bunch of
fucking cymbals. But, at this point, no
sticks, nothing. I play on whatever I can
that isn’t broken. I just think, you know,
play from your heart. That’s the best
advice I can give anyone: play from your
fucking heart. I am not endorsed by
anyone. My kids, maybe.

Knight is a five piece from New Orleans,
La., formed in 2014 by Mike Nick and
Adam Harris. Knight’s sound is one that
fits comfortably into the Metal and Doom
templates, but with stylistic choices that set
them on a course all their own. The use of
keyboards, ambient effects, and tempo
shifts allow Knight to create a larger
sound than is capable with standard rock
structure and instruments. This may be
Heavy music, but there’s more to it than
that as Mike explained during a phone
interview.
By: Mike Bevis

Was your leaving Solid Giant an
amicable situation? Do you have any
comments as to why you left that band?
Actually, I was the only original member of
the band when I left. Basically, I stepped
out of that because at the time I was doing
a project with Ryan McKern and Jason of
Ossacrux called Sumerian. So yeah, I
honestly wanted to focus my time on that. I
felt like I couldn’t spend my time on the
both of them the way I should have been
able to. I just steeped out (of Solid Giant)
so I could do the other band.

Was Knight originally planned as a sideproject, or offshoot of Solid Giant, or
was this something you had wanted to
pursue previously?
I guess you could call it an offshoot, kinda.
Sumerians really just stopped because
Jason was really busy with Ossacrux and
Ryan moved to Minneapolis, I think that’s
where he’s from... I was kinda left with no
real band at the time. So I said, shit, I
wanna get something done and Adam
Harris had just moved to New Orleans; we
had been talking about working together
for a while so he and I started Knight. This
was a little over a year ago.

Ryan came back to New Orleans since then,
is he a full-time member of the band as well?
Yeah, totally. He’s playing keyboards and
doing some vocals too. On the slower parts, the
funeral doom parts, I’m having him do vocals
because he’s kind of a veteran you know? He’s
really good at sustaining his vocals for a long
time, which I like. But keyboards is what he
does mostly, as well as all kinds of effects. We
basically made it to where whenever we stop,
maybe Adam or Steve have to tune, we made it
to where there’s no dead space. He’s running
effects, playing the keys, that way the band
never really stops.

Was that an idea that you had for a while?
Or was it something that just happened?
It was just a natural progression. We added
Ryan, he had moved back into town and I
noticed he wasn’t doing too much and I always
enjoyed jamming with him. He’s a really
creative guy so we had him come and jam with
us at practices. And we wanted that extra layer
of sound, but it all just happened eventually.

The term “Heavy” gets thrown around a lot
in the musical circles Knight inhabits. And
while that does apply to the bands sound,
there seems to be something bigger
happening than just slow riffs. Is this a
conscious decision, or just the way that y’all
write as a group?
It’s basically just what comes out. We don’t
really... there’s not a lot of times where we sit
down and say, “Man, I wanna write a riff that
sounds like this.” I’m not gonna lie, there are
times where I hear something and I’ll go to
Adam and tell him, “I want to write something
that feels like this.” But that’s few and far
between. There’s not too much thought put into
it, it’s just what comes out naturally.

Do you think that the description of being
Heavy is limiting, or over-used these days?
That’s a good question. I mean, I guess, maybe.
[laughs] I know that when I tell someone that
Knight is heavy it’s more like it’s the easiest
way for me to describe it. I guess some bands
over-use it, but I think that a lot of them tell
people they’re heavy and they actually aren’t.

There’s so many different genres these
days too, so I feel like it’s an easy way to
describe shit that’s actually heavy. I mean,
we could say, “We’re Funeral Doom,
Sludge, Stoner Doom, Black Metal and
Hardcore,” but it gets to be so much shit,
that that generalization is to say that it’s
heavy. Maybe that’s why so many people
say it, I don’t know.

I’ve always found it strange that music
fans equate that term with just Metal,
when there are so many other musical
styles that fit the description.
Leadbelly is heavy as fuck, you know? And
John Lee Hooker, I don’t think it gets any
heavier than that. Watching him playing
acoustic Blues songs and the stuff he does
on guitar... and Leadbelly, that comes from
poverty, desperate shit. Doom, Sludge alot
of that stuff comes from the Blues; it’s just
another evolution of the Blues. It comes out
of poverty and desperation.
When it comes to lyrics, is there a
primary writer for Knight, or is it a
collaborative effort?
It’s all Lucy and to be honest I have no idea
what she’s saying for the most part.
[laughs] We figured when we brought in a
vocalist that we would let them worry
about that. I guess I’m kinda lazy but it’s
less shit I gotta worry about.

want to see if he’ll do a double vinyl release.
As far as recording we want to get James
Whitten to do it, he’s done stuff for Thou, Solid
Giant, a ton of bands, so that’s the plan so far.

It’s old news that New Orleans is known for
not only Jazz, Blues, Etc., but Metal and
Hardcore as well. Within those worlds, there
seems to be more experimentation lately and
Knight sounds as if it is a part of that.
I like it when bands do more than one... when a
band can’t necessarily fit into one genre. We
like to mix it up.

When people ask you about music here in
New Orleans, are there some
recommendations you would give that would
surprise people? I’m sure most would
assume you only listen to Metal.
I really like Quintron, that dude is a genius.
And this stuff that he makes, like the Drum
Buddy and the Weather Warlock. He’s
obviously really smart, and I think his music is
really original. It transcends genres--if you
listen to just his self-titled stuff, sometimes the
beat will be like House music, which I’m not
really a fan of of, but it works. Then he uses
live percussion, organ, but I like a lot more than
just Metal or Punk. There’s a lot of stuff in
New Orleans that I like that’s different.
Mountain of Wizard is another one that works
with a variety of styles and riffs.

Is there any possibility of a Knight tour?
Yeah, possibly. I think that the only thing that
could maybe get in the way is our bass player’s
work schedule. But I think that if we knew
enough in advance we could do it. I’m all about
it, it’s what I live for and I know the rest of the
band is the same way.
Knight is:

Are there any official Knight recordings
for sale? Anything in the works?
Not really, not yet. We should have
something done by August, basically the
plan is doing a split cassette with Witch
Burial. Then we want to do a full length
album but I’m talking to a guy right now
about maybe a ten-inch record release, but I

Lucy Evans - vocals
Adam Harris -guitar
Stephen Neely - bass
Mike Nick - drums
Ryan McKern - keyboards/vocals

Wartrodden is a sludgey d-beat
juggernaut,hailing from Shreveport
and ready to destroy every city in
their path!! Here is an interview
with ol Lonnie!!
By: Lizard
Let's start off with who is all in the
band and what other projects have
you guys got going on or have been
in??
Nate-guitar. He was in several
straight edge HC bands like GAME
TIME XXX, Truth Hurts and latter
formed a metalgaze sludge band with
me called Currents as the line up
changed we changed the name to
Wall and Sky. Nick-Drums and back
up vocals. He was in Spreekiller, a
crusty thrash punk band.. Lonnie Bass/vocals. I started off in
Crackfight and worked my way
around alot of projects.. Ketea, Power
Pellut, IO, Mouthbreather, Nihilistic
Quota.. Very long boring list..
When did you guys start this
band?
We all started this band when Wall
And Sky was playing a metal Monday
here in Shreveport.. I was carrying a
guitar cab through the bar and I
bumped into the small dude wearing
an Amebix shirt.. I drop the cab and
asked who are you!? In this town its
slim pickens with people to jam with I
told him if you want to start a band
that sounds like Amebix, Disrupt,
Discharge,or His Hero is Gone..hit
me up! His face lit up! We exchanged

phone numbers and after adding Nate
we started writing and trying out
several members and playing shows..
We later just trimmed the fat and
since Nick, Nate and myself were the
core we just said lets keep it a 3 piece.
D-beat and sludge are obiviously
influences,What bands got you
wanting to play these styles?
As far as bands that influence us its a
wide rage... We are just 3 guys who
not only want to make noise,we need
to.. To exist.. We crave it.. Its our
drug.. We don't go to a gig to drink
gallons of beer to play.. We play to
feel high or intoxicated..
What are your songs about?
As far as content or a message
Wartrodden has
or is trying to get across,its more of a
feeling of urgency.. Survival of the
wrong things with this world.. Im not
going to preach or list them.. Walk
outside your blind if you don't see it..
Read the news you can't read if you
don't see it.. All the anger,depression
and paranoia just spews out of
WARTRODDEN.. Its like a cleansing
of our souls.. You see us before we
play its like we are preparing for
battle and we just want to lead the
charge.. And when its over we are
smiling and happy and high off that..
Ready for another floor or stage...
Expect a 2 week tour out of us in
2016
You guys recently put out a
cd...How many songs do you have?
Any newer ones?
The cd has 10 songs on it.. We

recorded about 15... One of those trax
to be on the paranoize 3 way split....
We just started sending those out to
shop those around.. But really,we are
doing ok for

a band that's not signed... This type of
life of working taking care of our
family's and practicing,writing
playing shows for little or no money
is all we know.. And we eat that shit
for breakfast! If im not sore then im
not alive.. I cut on the news I look at
the world and the older I get the more
pissed off I am... We all 3 vent that in
Wartrodden.. Then when the show is
over or practice is over.. We are
smiling ear to ear..
Any other releases coming soon?
Wartrodden writes constantly..
someone has a riff idea or sound they
want to try we do it no matter what
we got going on.. We keep it in the
same vein.. But it gets darker and
heavier as we go along... We could
record right now actually because we
write that much... We all have the
same goal sound wise.. That's never a
issue.. Nate is just now getting into
harsh noise like bastard noise and
merzbow and build a board just for
noise.. So the next recording we do
may be a little more heavier... Nates
side of the jam room looks like
NASA blinking lights and switches!

Since you opened for
Goatwhore/Eyehategod (which was
an awesome fucking show),leave
this one out---what would be your
dream gig?
Uh.... To play in front of Elvis,Johnny
Cash,Hank Williams,Jeff H.(slayer)
and Kurt Cobain in Hell while Hitler
and Stalin get there asses handed to
them in the pit! Lots of flames! Lots
of fire!
How is the local scene in
Shreveport?
It is definitely a wide mix..stuff
comes and goes.. Its no hub like
Austin or Nola.. Its DIY or Die in this
town.. And you have to fight scape
and scratch to make it happen.. That's
the way it should be.. Nothing good
comes easy.. That's the way it should
be!
If you could legally strangle any
pop star or actor ever,Who would it
be and why?
Pop Stars to kill?... All of
them...(awesome band name by the
way-Lizard)
Any shout outs?
Shout out to Criminal Slang, Baghead
,FSUP ,A Hanging ,Goatwhore, EHG,
SexChamber, Krigblast, Primitive
Man, Kill the Client, Rwake,
Snakedriver, Deadtooth, Hog
Mountin, Paranoize ‘Zine and Core of
Destruction Radio!
Contact Wartrodden at:
www.facebook.com/wartrodden

REVIEWS
All Out War
Dying Gods
Organized Crime Records
I sort of missed out on this band in the late
90's during the surge of metalcore bands, and
now I want to go back and see if this is what
I've been missing all along! Solid, pummelling
metallic hardcore! This long running
metalcore band returns with it's latest album,
made up of 5 new tunes and 2 covers (Amebix
"Arise" and Carnivore "God Is Dead"). A
perfect mix of thrash and New York hardcore.

Arabrot
You Bunch Of Idiots
Eolian Empire
This starts off with a spoken intro then kicks
into some pretty decent Noisy
alternative/experimental rock. Another track is
just feedback for about a minute. Eclectic
Norwegian noise rock!

Bio-Cancer
Tormenting The Innocent
Candlelight
There is a huge thrash movement in Greece it
seems! I've reviewed a bunch of bands from
this part of the world the past few issues, and
this is another great one! Blistering, killer
thrash with vocals that ride the line between
the old school German Thrash style
(Kreator/Destruction) and black metal with
gang backing vocals here and there. Holy shit
the deeper I get into this album the more I
want to start throwing stuff around and mosh
in my room like an idiot!
I hope these guys can make it to the US at
some point! Fuck this is bad ass!

Burnt Books
Where There's Smoke
Retro Futurist
Hailing from South Carolina, Burnt Books
follows up their scorching debut album with
this amazing slab of heavy as fuck postpunk/hardcore with female vocals that range
from skin crawling growls to dark emotional
singing. This is incredible!

Dawn Of Azazel
The Tides Of Damnation
self released
BRUTAL as FUCK death metal from New
Zealand! Just straight up death metal! A
barrage of hate and fury unleashed upon your
unsuspecting senses. Tight as fuck
musicianship and top notch songwriting here.
A nice mix of groove and tech/progressive
brutality!

Discourse
Sanity Decays
Closed Casket Activities
Heavy as fuck, devastating metallic hardcore
from South Carolina. A thick, bouncing
discordant groove with classic hardcore
vocals.

Excimer
Thrash From Fire
Witches Brew
Witches Brew does it again! This small
German label's main goal is to expose and
release music from bands in places like, well,
Egypt, where Excimer is from! Ripping thrash
with harsh vocals! Good shit! Nothing new or
original, but total thrash that will cause you to
start headbanging without realizing it (like I'm
doing while I write this review)!

Fell To Low
Low In The Dust
In the late 90's, when the whole indie
rock/emo scene was at its peak, I received a
LOT of indie/emo cds to review. WHile most
of the promos I got in would end up being
thrown out of my truck's window before even
getting to my apartment that I was in at the
time, there were a few bands that actually
grabbed my attention because they just
ROCKED and the vocals weren't at that whiny
pitch that made me want to destroy the cd that
I was reviewing. If it were still the late 90's, I'd
probably think this band was ok. Noisy, heavy
rock with vocals that are screamed with
emotion. Ok, so actually I'm kinda digging
this, but don't tell anybody.

REVIEWS
Hellbastard
Feral
Patac
I want to love this, because it's fuckin'
HELLBASTARD! Unfortunately, I'm just not
diggin' this. Boring mid-paced metal with
some sort of of artsy fartsy theme going on. I
keep listening waiting for brilliance, and there
are flashes of it here and there, but not enough
to keep me from being disappointed that I
didn't really like the new Hellbastard album.

Maruta
Remain Dystopian
Relapse
Brutal chaotic death/grind from Florida! Pure
rage set to music, like a sledgehammer to the
skull!

Ossacrux
Singularity (cassette)
self released
This three song EP is a great follow-up to their
first release and shows the band adding more
dynamics. "Welcome Extinction" is a meaty
mid-paced tune with atmospheric guitar that
boasts elements of 90's hardcore and almost
black metal musically, while "Antithesis" and
"The Eye Of Non" are a return to their usual
fast paced punk/metal. The performances and
recording are superb and the various paces
keep things moving quite well. A must for
fans of early Carnivore and Dark Throne.
(by Bill Heintz)

Zebras
City Of Sun
Secret
I know alot of you New Orleans locals had to
do a double take when you saw this! No it's
not Zebra, it's ZEBRAS! This band is from
Wisconsin and plays some thrash-y metal with
synths that are dark and complimentary to the
music, giving it a bit of an industrial feel. It's
"different" enough for me to give it a thumbs
up, but to be honest, I'll probably never listen
to it again after this review.

